A meeting of ASCAP was held on Monday, March 4 at 3:00 p.m. in Holden Hall 129. Committee members present were: Dahee Bak, Aaron Braver, Eleanor von Ende, Anita McChesney, Alex Wang, Bruce Whittlesey, Hunter Lee, and David Roach. Presenters: Dr. Qualin (CMLL), Dr. Kvande (English), Dr. Milam (History), Drs. Velasco and Webb (Philosophy), Drs. Kwon and Milam (Political Science).

1. No one from the department was able to attend the meeting so the following proposal from the Department of Chemistry was tabled:
   - Change credit, contact hours, activity type for CHEM 5341 Physical Chemistry Principles II.

2. The committee voted to approve the following proposal from the Department of Classical & Modern Languages & Literatures:
   - Add KOR 1501 A Beginning Course in Korean I.

3. The committee voted to approve the following proposals from the Department of English:
   - Propose ENGL 3395 Native American Literatures for the Multicultural list.
   - Delete Publishing and Editing Certificate.

4. The committee voted to approve the following proposals from the Department of History:
   - Change course number for HIST 4396 Studies Abroad in Southeast Asia (6).
   - Change course number for HIST 5332 Studies Abroad in Southeast Asia (6).

5. The committee voted to approve the following proposal from the Department of Kinesiology and Sport Management:
   - Change course number for SPMT 3376 Introduction to Sport Analytics.

6. No one from the department was able to attend the meeting so the following proposals from the Department of Mathematics were tabled:
   - Add STAT 6351 Applied Time Series.
   - Add STAT 6352 Bayesian Methods and Application for Financial Data.

7. The committee voted to approve the following proposal from the Department of Philosophy:
   - Change credit/contact hours for PHIL 2310 Logic.

8. The committee voted to approve the following proposals from the Department of Political Science:
   - Change activity type for PUAD 5347 Internship in Public Administration.
   - Change course prefix for MCDR 5300 Foundations of Strategic Studies (3).
   - Change course prefix for MCDR 5306 National Security and Intelligence in Post 9/11 World (3).
   - Change course prefix for MCDR 5307 Seminar in Strategic Studies (3).

9. No one from the department was able to attend the meeting so the following proposal from the Department of Sociology, Anthropology, & Social Work was tabled:
   - Proposed Revisions to the Anthropology MA Program.

The next scheduled meeting of ASCAP is planned for 3:00 Monday, April 8, 2019. Proposals for this meeting need to reach the Dean’s office by Monday, April 1, 2019.